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5.1 The Importance Food and Public Relations Diplomacy Communication 
Strategy For Indonesia 
 
Communication is the activity of conveying information through the exchange 
of thoughts, messages, or information, as by speech, visuals, signals, writing or 
behavior (Dedi, 2003, p. 28). It is the meaningful exchange of information between 
two or more persons. Among public relationss techniques, public relationss have one 
of the most important roles in tourism. The Indonesia Gastrodiplomacy gives great 
attention for gaining more activities for Gastrodiplomacy campaign through Public 
Relations activity.  
International public relationss and international relationss are very important 
because of the point of Indonesian Gastrodiplomacy towards foreign markets. This 
requires appearances at event, providing information and making presentations in 
es With food, 
we are not just buying or consuming a product but a whole system or chain of 
meanings.  Indonesia has potential food for Gastrodiplomacy, Paul rockwer've been in 
Indonesia and he already knows the condition of gastronomy in Indonesia . Paul 




the European age of discovery and brought hungry colonials to 
 In more recent years, Indonesia started its own 
gastrodiplomacy campaign in the United States, with the Indonesian 
Embassy initiating a Restaurant Task Force in 2008 to help promote 
Indonesian restaurants and raise the awareness of its rich culinary 
 
To promote Indonesian cuisine, it takes several effort which should be 
supported by government. From finding data, Indonesia is still lacking in establishing 
the strategy. it is used as a reason why Indonesia needs to look at how countries have 
managed to promote through food. Signitzer and Coombs (1992) have called traditional 
diplomacy; government to government. However, the findings show the Consulate 
General also employed informal strategies, including personal approaches and cultural 
promotions. The Consul General emphasised an informal one on one approach, 
accessing a larger range of people than only government officials. It can be said that 
the Indonesian government wants Indonesia to be known as a nation that is rich cultural 
heritage of food which becomes a part of the national identity (Samovar, Porter and 
McDaniel, 2008). The more subtle approaches of the personal and the informal indicate 





5.1.1 Food as identity of Country 
 
Kittler, Sucher, and Nelms (2012) argued that humans use food and  a daily 
reaffirmation of cultural identity, many people affiliate the foods from their culture, In 
fact, CNNGo has already listed out a few signature dishes representing Indonesian food 
such as Rendang and Nasi goreng as top listed delicious food in the world. In addition, 
based on respondent William Wongso insists that, heritage food should be highlighted 
as signature dishes as well. As a consequence, visitors will associate Indonesia with 
the signature dishes just like how people relate Tom Yam to Thailand. article 
mentioned that, food is able to shape the brand of a nation. Afterwards, the brand will 
help to form the national identity and provide a strong image for a country.  Some how 
Nation Branding is importwnt to enrich the economic and tourism sector. Public 
Relations also as part to gain the reputation and spreading the message globally. 
5.1.2. Exposing Indonesian Food heritage and Tourism 
 
Indonesia is potential tourism in the world 
completed within cultural and heritage of that.  Developing its soft power should be 
practiced in Indonesia. Cultural diplomacy comprised many branches of diplomacy 
which can be exercised such as through gastrodiplomacy. Thussu (2006) mentioned 
that, middle power states practice public diplomacy tactics to form a better brand 
recognition. In interview Paul Rockower said gastrodiplomacy is essential to Indonesia 
as it exposes Indonesian culture to the world. Therefore, Indonesian has the ability to 
utilize its national cuisine as a soft power tool to enhance the nation brand. Public 
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relations activities in foreign markets serve to present not only the particular tourism 
offer, but the country as a whole, including its entire image and the amenities it offers.  
5.1.3 Economic For Tourism Sector (Economic tourism perspective) 
 
 William Wongso argued that foreign travel to destinations also concern on food 
heritage. Indonesia Government  has created gastrodiplomacy activities but it seems 
lack for gaining the awareness of food it self. By experiencing Indonesian cuisine, the 
foreign tourists actually travel by thinking the memorable of the food they ate incuding 
only highly affects the people inside but also outside the country. Thus, nation branding 
by government  should to be attention  to enhance that identity in order for the 
foreigners to have a better perspective of a nation. Thus the point of that food can be 
change  
 In the economic dimension, it shows that food can be a component product that 
Therefore, it is important to form on the local food available in promoting a destination 
since it can be an added value to the income from economic sectire, for instance as a 
cultural base activity. Along with that, the interpretation of local food could potray as 
a gastronomy activities for the tourist to participate. 
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 Government current role in expanding Gastodiplomacy has 
opportunity in economic tourism sector. On the one hand  ecotourism has seen marked 
growth in the attention by policy maker , at this point is government. Extensive data 
and literature pont to the particular and growing importance of tourism in developing 
countries : 
  
That concludes that ecotourism impact is lacking but it is clear that the 
government is having substantial impact on local economic. Eco tourism program has 
direct and indirect impact to gastrodiplomacy and local sector. Direct Effect, with 
ecotourism in gastrodiplomacy stategy is how gastrodiplomacy will bring 
encouragement and assistance tourist to enjoy activities in the local economy (in 
cuisine sector suach as restaurant, local labor etc). Inderect Effect,  collaboration 
ecotourism and gastrodiplomacy has indirect effect such employement and enterprise 
opportunities for those in other sectors that supply tourism. Dynamic Effect, 
Gastrodiplomacy and economic sector can  effect economic and society more globally. 





Type of effect on Ecotourism opportunity Ecotourism practice that will 
affect scale  
Direct Effect : ecotourism in 
gastrodiplomacy stategy is how 
gastrodiplomacy will bring encouragement 
and assistance tourist to enjoy activities in 
the local economy 
 In cuisine business sector  
 National income for tourism  
Inderect Effect : collaboration ecotourism 
and gastrodiplomacy has indirect effect 
such employement and enterprise 
opportunities for those in other sectors that 
supply tourism 
 Linkage with local and or 
small business suppliying 
food and services 
 Mentoring local business to 
procurenment 
gastrodipmacy strategies 
Dynamic Effect : Gastrodiplomacy and 
economic sector can  effect economic and 
society more globally. 
 
 Development of new 
diplomacy among nation ( 
example : Food welfare 
among nation) 
 Usage of cuisine heritage in 
ways that respect local 
traditions to gaining good 
image to nation 
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 Supports for local business 
associations and local 
institution such as 
universities and training 
center (example : Rendang 
classs like South Korean did 
in Kimchi class) 
  
 Finally in for the proposing model, government policies can have a  effect on 
the tourism sector. The great destination success stories invariably include a 




Respondent B agreed that gastrodiplomacy is one of the ways for Indonesian to 
anything. In fact , Zhang  (2015) mentioned that gastrodiplomacy is the use of food to 
communicate culture in a public diplomacy. Paul Rockower also added that in ancient 
times, food is the factor culture and destination is conquered. Besides, according to 
William Wongso, gastrodiplomacy will gaining the nation brand recognition, creating 
broader tourism and boosting up more foreign direct investment. The power of food 
has been proven as it is the oldest type of diplomacy (Rockower, 2015). By using Public 
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Relations in promoting tourism, in terms of public relations as Goodwin argued that  






5.2 Gap between Indonesia Gastrodiplomacy and Success Nation in Designing 
Gastrodiplomacy 
 
 Due the lack of Indonesian government design Gastrodiplomacy, another 
nation such as Japan, Thailand and South Korea have been done with particular 
promotion strategy to gaining the public awareness. Based on data Indonesia has lack 













Source : Sukenti (2014, p.57)  
  
 
From picture 44 shows that Indonesian has culinary diversity and strongly cultural 
resource, but unfortunately Governmrnt support  at any stages of Indonesian 
development should be more upgrade to reach up public recognition for cuisine.  As I 
described before that actually Indonesia have done with Nation Branding activites. But 
here the problem comes to the lack of Public Relations empowerment. Indonesia and 
Malaysia is neighborhood country, the culture and also the taste of cuisine has 
similarity. But Malaysia has accelerated their public relations approach to promoting 
their cuisine. Malaysia has officially program Kitchen of the world and it is run by 
government (Zhang J. , 2015).   
 Along with that Japan, South Korea and Thailand has many strategies to gain 
prospect public largely. Within Public Relations strategy, they have already reached 
the top of mind of the culinary. South Korea is the success Gastrodiplomacy project to 
Picture 44. . Comparation of Asean reinforcement 
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nail up the Kimchi as identity of nation. Indonesia should upgrade their intrtion to make 
public diplomacy win the public heart mind. If talking about diplomacy. It is not 
diplomacy within among government and also bilateral, it should take effort including 
diplomacy within the public. 
 As  the gastrodiplomacy result based on the University of Southern California 
on 2015 ; Japan, Thailand, South Korea  are part of eight great nation in 
gastrodiplomacy strategy. Thailand introduced gastrodiplomacy to the international 
arena  in 2002 when it launched its Global Thai campaign. Their goals was to both 
developing the number of Thai restaurants around the internationally and to make 
dishes like Pad Thai and Tom yum internationally recognizable. Additionally, the 
campaign also increasing Thailand's profile to foreign, branding the country not just as 
a culinary destination, but also to gaining economic opportunities and partnerships for 
Thai chefs, food products and culture. Indonesia should more active to empower Public 
Relations activities to enrich the brand to the world.  
 
5.3 Proposing Model for Indonesia 
 Before we propose the model, from another data that I mentioned above that 
Indonesia is still lack institution to arrange. Indonesia does not have an official 
gastrodiplomacy progam. A researcher think it would be great idea for Indonesia to 




data. The whole Gastrodiplomacy program from government  is still on event, another 
creative Gastrodiplomacy program is run by non state actor such as William Wongso 
and Tv Show . What kind of program might look like suitable for Indonesia ?. From 
the background had been already mention  that Indonesia has potential cuisine such as 
Rendang as their icon for nation brand awareness. Hopefully, Indonesia becoming as 
mainstream as Japanesse, South Korea, and Thailand cuisine. Food is very important 
component of Asian culture. Oftentimes the first or second thing asian ask their  friend  
when meeting them to have eaten together. Food is very social experiences for Asian 
culture and also another nation in the world.  
 A researcher look at Indonesian government practice of exporting its national 
culinary heritage, under the umbrella of cultural diplomacy. Indonesian government 
would pursue gastrodiplomacy as part of its effort to do several things. One is to raise 
national brand awareness. Two is really to encourage economic investment and trade 
within its borders, and also to foster that outside of its borders with exports. And then 
personal level with 
another nation to do International communication by advanced pop media as their 
tool to communicate each other or by imitating another nation which already success  
for Gastrodipomacy campaign and Public Relations activities. The concept that I 
propose is drawn on this bellow, it combine many several activities to engange public 












    
Picture 45. Proposing concept Indonesia Gastrodiplomacy 
Source : Researcher 
Communication is play role in Indonesian Gastrodiplomacy strategy, this 
research increasingly to view the important of public diplomacy. The existing of 
public diplomacy theory are coming within media relations and political relations. 
Grassroots gastrodiplomacy by actors that are not related to government, such as the 
member associations of the non-governmental association possible become a topic of 
gastrodiplomacy effort (Zhang J. , 2015). 
In propose the model of Gastrodiplomacy, Public Relations also enrich the 
strategy. public relationss as a promotional or publicity tool and their work from what 
to be a business marketing function to diplomatic endeavors (Floyd, 2007, p. 18). 
Public relations is used to raise awareness, build food brands, and develop long term 
relationsships with international audiences 
Public 
Relations  (PPI 




Fund, Objectives, Promotion 
First, The vision and 
culinary heritage should 
sharpen 
Second, reshape 
Gatrodiplomacy  startegy 
Third, made Representative 




 To reshape Indonesian Gastrodiplomacy, Indonesian government should 
create new vision to communicate brand to public internationally, the vision also has 
power to developing the identity. Based on finding data, Indonesian government has 
already done with several strategies but the problem is why Indonesian culinary still 
need to publish internationally? The strategy it is. The most Gaastrodiplomacy 
activities is done by annual event. Talking about another nations such as South Korea  
Gastrodiplomacy, they really consider and making the innovative strategy. South 
Korea government also has cooperated with NGO to create PSY as their brand 
Ambassador to communicate to the public internationally and the impact are 
surprisingly success.  And Indonesia should be more reactive to doing activities. For 




















   
 
From the model that researcher propose, the model have interconnected 
between State Actor and non state actor. In this model, Government as state actor 
which arrange the  soft power and hard power diplomacy. From the data that I have 
collected at in chapter four, the government should have relationship between non 
state actor because Indonesian government need several support from each other. As 
we know Indonesian government still have the weakness in Gastrodiplomacy strategy. 
They still use only an event to promote their culture. In my opinion the reason why 
Indonesian government should have engage with non state actor party is they have 
potential influencer to make Indonesian cuisine recognizable to public globally for 
example PPI. PPI is Indonesia student who have academic status in another country, 








 Academic Syllabus  
Opinion Leader 
Soft Power Diplomacy Hard Power 
diplomacy 
Leading sector and 
Facilitator  such as 
educational sector, funding 
Not accusing other 




they have live with person who live in different nation. To complete their strategies, 
Indonesian government should have relationship with private foundation and 
academic institution which have potential support in Gastrodiplomacy strategy. The 
explanation will be divided into government and non state actor role. 
5.3.1 The role of Government  in expanding gastrodiplomacy strategy 
5.3.1.2 Hard Power 
want and get the outcomes you want (Tutter, 2010, p. 1). The role hard power of 
diplomatic missions has been taking a back seat, particularly in connection with the 
actors of diplomacy. The main components of hard power are the military, law, 
territory and economic power of a nation. When a nation uses hard power, the threat 
of its military, economic sanctions, or the threat of lawa sanctions will comply with 
the stronger nations policy (Dinnie, 2007, p. 13). In Gastrodiplomacy the effect of 
gastrodiplomacy program can be used for tourism intiatives and project which produce 
a nationalistic understanding culinary culture by collaborating with government actor. 
In this point gastrodiplomacy need to be develop as a concept from its strategy to the 






From resecaher propose that Indonesian government should put on their legal 
constitution related plagiarism. As we know, Indonesian culinary has similiraty with 
Malaysia, so to keep identity Indonesian government should be pay attention at that 
point. Indonesia has similarity food with Malaysia, there is an article mentioned that 
in 2015 Indoensian and Malaysian culinary has distraction in public globally  in Milan  






where in Indonesian and other culinary event5.  Event though Indonesia has 
already submit in UNESCO in 2010 about Rendang, Malaysia still brave to nail up 
that rendang and sate as their cuisine Along with that there is important point of 
Indonesian  government strengthen  the legal system for heritage and culture that aims 
to protect local wisdom in Indonesia identity properly. 
On the other hand, the foreign ministry in the field of assessment in 
international relations (BPPK), Dr. Bambang Susanto in 2016 explained that 
Indonesian Foreign Affairs Ministry has supported Gastrodiplomacy program with 
three main support related with Indonesian government policy. The involvement of 
government is important as internal formal actor to gain the campaign.  
                                                          
5 Malaysia claims Rendang and Sate from their country retrivied from 
http://www.republika.co.id/berita/gaya-hidup/travelling/15/10/31/nx31es349-wah-di-milan-expo-
malaysia-klaim-rendang-asli-negaranya 








From data above, we can see that Indonesian ministry have involved for 
gastrodiplomacy stategy such as first, arrange legal standing as a legal umbrella for 
the stakeholders to carry out the mission of economic diplomacy in sustainable way. 
Second, gastrodiplomacy is an activity that can stand on its own, and is always closely 
related to ethics, management, human resources, capital and banking, product 
standardization, work ethic. Therefore, gastrodiplomacy policy should be connected 
to foreign policy and national economic policy. Third, the legitimacy of the role of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs as a leading sector and facilitator in the activities of 
gastrodiplomacy. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also synergizes with other 
stakeholders to formulate a roadmap and a grand design for implementation as well as 
the development of gastrodiplomacy. 





From the explanation from Tutter (2011) above, the reseacher have point view 
that diplomacy has two power that are soft and hard power. It becomes dense from 
Indonesia Foreign Ministry mentioned that government should support 
Gastrodiplomacy. The collaboration between government as being policy maker and 
legal system has smart option to strenghten Indonesian Gstrodiplomacy it self.  For 
example in Singapore, the government supported education for culinary that aims 
protect the identity of nation.  
Reseacher also agree that Indonesia government should pay attention to 
culinary sector like Singapore has already done. It has may potential power to engange 
with visitor through food. The whole communication will complete and more 
powerful if government invole deeper that current years. The involvement of 
government in culinary educational sector also coming up from Japan and South 
Korea,  South Korea Kimchi School of Traditional Culture Experience and Excellence 
by government  Inform the folk tradition , kimchi food containing various nutrients 
widely to foreign tourism and merchandising. The student from korea was established 
to attract tourists and boost tourism Activate Experience (the complete finding data 
Picture 47. Bondan  Winanro as culinary expertise said that Singapore goverement 





avalaible in chapter IV). Japan coming up with Washoku which have already 
mentioned and explain in chapter IV. Washoku done by Japan government which 
doing historical roots and dietery cuisine of Japan, from that point governemrnt 
involve and supporting Gastrodiplomacy. 
In Indonesia gastrodiplomacy propse model, resecher also agree with 
educational system to be implemented. Based on the data which country who have 
successful in Gastrodiplomacy by involving government, it is potential for Indonesia 
government launch similiratity program, especially in city which many tourist can get 
in touch. The whole strategy will need funding and also policy system for government 
as Indonesian Foreign Ministry mentioned as facilicitator the whole program strategy. 
5.3.1.2 Soft Power  
          Soft power is more inspirational character which the power of attracting 
others with the power of emotional intelligence such as building relationships 
or close ties through charisma, persuasive communication, the appeal of and 
cultural influences, thus making others affected (Bestor, 2014). In 
Gastrodiplomacy proposing model, researcher propose that government also 
have relationship eith non state actor to reproduce the Gastrodiplomacy 
campaign. The form of gasrtodiplomacy for soft power can be wielded not just 
by states but also by all actors in international politics, such as NGOs or 
international institutions in this propose model and the activities will be 
explained in the section below.  
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5.3.2. Proposing Non- State Actor (PPI as Public Relations) 
 
Indonesia still lack of strategies and success countries which recognizable in 
public internationally. Therefore, to introduce Indonesian culinary should have a 
good promotion in Public Relations technique. This is because, if Indonesian have 
thousands of event strategies only especially the one that is really recognized as 
Indonesian authentic cuisine or Indonesian heritage food. As mentioned by Non-state 
Actor should emerging the promotion its self. Adi as PPI Belanda argued that need 
to know  audience for promoting the food. For example audience in Amsterdam is 
going to be completely different from your audience in Spain, and audience in Spain 
is going to be completely different from your audience in New York  city. reseacher 
think that it can be an advan
food or message about food and a food experience when it comes to gastrodiplomacy 
for the Amsterdam and make it different for Saudi Arabia, but it also provides new 
opportunities.  
What interests a market in the Amsterdam might not interest a market in New 
York city, From the interview with Adi as PPI Belanda argued that the different 
culture influence their behavior to perception and recognition. In Amsterdam, nasi 
goreng is the best option to recognize Indonesian culinary because as historical roots 
is iconic food from Indonesia because the t
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he reason why CNN listed Rendang listed as good food in the world 
because they surveying in public in United State.  
Finally the point, gastrodiplomacy is not just about putting up a pretty picture. 
s about sustaining not just the narrative, but the building image through  
conversation and the engagement that needs to take place beyond the initial dining 
experience. This means that PPI can be also Public Relations is building a cycle or 
even a vertical chain that allows people to first learn about a country and its food. 
The audience must be able to aware that food experience, consume it, and then share 
that product, and then also continue talking about it. Horowitz (2005) suggested that 
creating cultural for building national identity. Communication campaigns by Public 
Relations offer incentives for cooperation by providing information to cultural and 
identity of nation.  
The experience needs to be present and relevant. That means governments not 
only need to set themselves up for success by building a very careful, thorough 
gastrodiplomacy campaign and supporting Public Relations to spread its national 
brand. But it also means they need to do other things outside of just directly 
promoting it by Public Relations approach. This means maybe doing things that are 
behind the scenes. It means providing scholarships for chefs to travel overseas and 
collaborate PPI and participate in cultural exchanges with other. It means supporting 




5.3.3 Proposing Foundation 
 
 According to William Wongso, Indonesia should have the basic foundation for 
gastrodiplomacy. The root of the problem should be settled first. According to William 
Wongso, Indonesia may have introduced Indonesian food worldwide, setting up 
cooking demonstrations, and published website especially in culinary. As a top best 
tasty food in the world, Indonesia should take advantage of that. Basically, the 
foundation should have the objectives, the target, the cooperative fund by government 
to run all the activities. Afterwards, Indonesian itself through its agencies, NGOs and 
citizens has to undertake promotions and marketing efforts. Here, there are many ways 
to advertise Indonesian. However in terms of gastrodiplomacy, foundation has a role 
to promote Indonesian cuisine to people globally.  
5.3.4 Proposing Academic Syllabus 
  
 Academic Syllabus is an academic specific curiiculum that have purpose to 
setting clear expectations of material to be learned in class. In Gastrodiplomacy 
strategies, academic sector is potential to boosting up the campaign because as we 
know the whole knowledges that we collected are coming from educational sector. The 
reason why our academic sector to involve in Gastrodiplomacy because within 
academic sector can drive academic syllabus to antother academic sector in abroad. 
The identity of nation through cuisine will more develop and information exchange 
will be gained.  
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Academic diplomacy is the kind of interaction that could occur on an 
international and teaching or learning to representation and influence (Thomas, 2015). 
For example : Brawijaya university has a cooperation with another university in 
Australia. In my proposing model, they should give an syllabus that related with 
Indonesian culinary. So, in this prosing model they have information exchange 
between academic actor and also strengthen international relationship between country 
through academic sector and universities could play a key role in cultural diplomacy 
and comparable policies, however, as academic institutions, universities followed their 
own agenda that included scholarly pursuits as well as the need and desire to secure 
funding, prestige, and influence..It could result in intercultural transfer of ideas and 
concepts. 
 
5.3.5 Proposing event strategy and Opinion Leader 
 
 Event strategy have already done by Indonesian government but it seems like 
need to reshape the design of communication. Like another successes nation, 
Indonesia should indicate their potential food in the world. Let check South Korean 
look on event. They used the creative message on their event campaign to engange 
with people around the world, they spread the event around the world through food 
contest within 100.000 dollar prize and totally funded by government (Zhang J. , 
2015)
event. Like Adi as PPI argued, event done basically like mainstream event. Indonesia 
should enrich the creative things to shape the event for example; create event within 
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food contest like Korean have done and Indonesian government need to have Nation 
Endorsement like South Korea did. Use opinion leaders, including important 
geographic locales and celebrities, to enhance awareness and credibility of food 
brands (Zhang J. , 2015). It seems likes on how opinion leader can influence 
Indonesian food perspective in the world. 
5.3.5.1 Online Platform 
 
 The point is to identify a variety of the online communication vehicles and 
establish their connection to public relations. Public Realation should be two wat 
communication involving sending and listening for information (Timothy, 2010). 
Website and Social Media would be the most oriented because it is focus on creating 
information. We need to remember that the internet is an active environment. 
Gastrodiplomacy also need information vehicles, like another success nation using its 
online media to support the campaign. Indonesia should have official Social Media 
and website. From this point view to share information through online is potential to 
engage public internationally. Effective only platform can be easily to Public elation 
control the message and can are easy to navigate. Tv Show online channel also can 
help Indonesian cuisine to help easy access. The potential online platform is one 
message can be spread into many audience in the world and help Indonesian iconic 




5.4 Differentiation culinary within another Nation (Public Relations nation-
building) 
 
First of all, when it comes to gastrodiplomacy, point at the national brand. 
Look at for example South Korea, because South Korea is an excellent example of a 
successful gastrodiplomacy campaign. They have two products they are exporting 
culinary already. The Public Relations looks great and everything is wonderful, they 
used Psy as their opinion leader to tell about dumpling and have a tour to around the 
world (Zhang J. , 2015). And then on it tells the story of the history of mandu, or 
but it gives consumers a new word in their lexicon of food. No longer are dumplings 
 
something very distinctive. When it comes to communicating national identity, 
Public Relations should able control the image. In fact, public diplomacy and public 
relationss share the similar goals and the same strategies connecting to different 
publics. Their very existence is correlations to the need for governments and 
organizations to reach out to win the hearts and minds of their publics using strategic 
communication efforts. Indonesian food varies from islands to islands. There is of 
course similarity between the two nation due to its historic migration mainly from 
sumatra, kalimantan and few other islands. such as padang food (ie: Rendang, sayur 
singkong, and some similar vegetables like lodeh) , or the usage of tempeh, santan 
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and  many more . Malaysian food do share lots of affinity with Minang and Malay of 
Sumatra's food, but its flavor may not be necessarily the same because of local 
preference (Witton, 2002, p. 29). The Malays who lived in Terenganu, Pahang and 
Kelantan have developed different culture to those who lived in the west coast. If we 
had a look on Indonesian food beyond its boundary of islands extending from 
Sumatra to Malaysian food, the difference is very small difference. So Indonesia need 
takes strategies of it .  
The agriculture of a place and the ingredients it provides matter as well. One 
of the things that I have been thinking about before is what kind of food is planted, 
whe
with civilization, a particular society, a local culture that is now connected to a 
national culture, which can then be connected to a foreign culture through 
gastrodiplomacy. What would be the elements of a successful gastrodiplomacy 
campaign, and what are the goals of such a campaign? 
A promoting can be driven by Public Relations, and it can be driven by tourism 
inside the government and outside of the government. Diplomats are important, and 
governments have their experts, but then there are people from different communities 
within different countries such as chefs, artisans, local farmers, nutritionists, food 
experts, health experts that may not work for the government, but should definitely 
have a seat at the table when it comes to thinking of ways to publicize and 
recognizable the food.  Based on fact Government PR it has a pattern of activity that 
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are less aggressive, as mentioned on KEMINFO website that the only thing which 
can explain is information management and continuous communication to gain 
understanding and public support for the programs and policies of the Government 
(KEMINFO, 2016). William Wongso also agree that food should more be 
differentiated by many several way such as copy right of the cultural heritage of 
Rendang. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
